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Abstract. To address the global challenge of population aging, our goal
is to enhance successful aging through the introduction of robots capa-
ble of assisting in daily physical activities and promoting light exer-
cises, which would enhance the cognitive and physical well-being of older
adults. Previous studies have shown that facial expressions can increase
engagement when interacting with robots. This study aims to investigate
how older adults perceive and interact with a robot capable of displaying
facial emotions while performing a physical exercise task together. We
employed a collaborative robotic arm with a flat panel screen to encour-
age physical exercise across three different facial emotion conditions. We
ran the experiment with older adults aged between 66 and 88. Our find-
ings suggest that individuals perceive robots exhibiting facial expressions
as less competent than those without such expressions. Additionally, the
presence of facial expressions does not appear to significantly impact
participants’ levels of engagement, unlike other state-of-the-art studies.
This observation is likely linked to our study’s emphasis on collabora-
tive physical human-robot interaction (pHRI) applications, as opposed
to socially oriented pHRI applications. Additionally, we foresee a require-
ment for more suitable non-verbal social behavior to effectively enhance
participants’ engagement levels.

Keywords: facial expressions · emotions · collaborative robotic arms ·
social-physical human-robot interaction

1 Introduction

For the first time in history, the global population of individuals aged 6 and above
is projected to exceed the number of younger people. The decline in fertility
rates and the increase in life expectancy have resulted in a global phenomenon
of population aging [2]. This attracts researchers’ attention to studying how to
enhance older adults’ life quality and independent living.
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A potential enhancement for successful aging is introducing robots that can
provide physical assistance with essential daily activities and promote light phys-
ical exercises. It has been proven that light physical exercise can be beneficial
for older adults to maintain their cognitive and physical well-being [9]. As a
consequence, this has drawn our attention to exploring what could contribute to
a successful physical human-robot interaction (pHRI) [13].

Recent studies have demonstrated that, by bridging social human-robot in-
teraction (sHRI) and pHRI, robots can physically interact with humans while
also being socially acceptable [9]. One approach that has proven its effectiveness
in enhancing robot perception and engagement is endowing robots with the abil-
ity to exhibit facial emotional expressions [19]. This has motivated us to explore
the potential of facial emotional expressions in pHRI scenarios.

In this study, we adopt a light physical exercise scenario, as one of the poten-
tial applications for physically interactive robots in domestic environments, to
investigate the impact of facial emotional expressions on users’ perception of the
robot and their level of engagement. We utilized Sawyer, a collaborative robotic
arm developed by Rethink Robotics, for this purpose. Sawyer is equipped with
a flat panel screen that allows us to display various facial expressions, as shown
in Figure 1. We anticipate that our results will be helpful for the research com-
munity toward the exploration of effective social skills for physically interactive
robots.

Our research is founded upon two primary domains: sHRI and pHRI, which
serve as the pillars of our investigation. Remarkable efforts were made to explore
social-physical robots in various contexts such as hugging [4], touching in social
and nursing scenarios [14], handshaking [12], and playing games [10]. However,
only limited efforts involved the investigation of both domains with robots that
possess high dexterity and manipulation capabilities [1] which are essential qual-
ities for robots to efficiently engage in physical interactions. Even fewer studies
have devoted their efforts to investigating facial emotional expressions, for those
types of robots [10].

Some existing studies have relied on facial expressions to enhance the user’s
engagement with robots that possess high dexterity and manipulation capabil-
ities in various pHRI scenarios, such as physical exercise [9], clapping/gaming,
and teaching [1]. However, they did not investigate the impact of the robot’s
facial expressions on the interaction, unlike Tsalamlal et al. [18] and Fitter et al.
[10]. Tsalamlal et al. [18] investigated how participants combine facial expressions
and handshakes to assess the perceived emotions in robots. The findings indi-
cated that participants assigned greater significance to facial expressions when
evaluating Valence. Fitter et al. [10] assessed how participants’ emotions were
affected by a robot’s responsive facial expressions compared to an unresponsive
robot’s facial expressions during a hand-clapping game. Participants perceived
the interactive face as more pleasant, energetic, and less robotic than the unre-
sponsive one.

However, none of the previously mentioned studies have investigated partici-
pants’ perceptions of the robot’s characteristics, such as its perceived intelligence.
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Furthermore, the influence of these facial expressions on users’ performance re-
mains unexplored. To address these gaps, our study seeks to investigate partici-
pants’ perceptions of a physically interacting robot displaying facial expressions
and examine the potential impact of these expressions on their performance
during physical interactions.

2 Research Questions

Our study is designed to build upon the insights gained from existing literature.
By rigorously exploring the effects of facial emotional expressions on older adults
engaged in pHRI applications. As a result, the following research questions were
formulated to lead this study:

– RQ1: Will facial emotional expressions impact an older adult’s level of en-
gagement and perception of a robot in a pHRI scenario?

The answer to the first research question will help us understand the importance
of relying on facial expressions as a means of communication during pHRI with
older adults. These findings will guide the research community towards investing
further efforts in the development of facial emotional expressions for successful
pHRI. Alternatively, they may prompt exploration of other social behaviors that
could be better suited for typical pHRI scenarios.

To comprehend the impact of facial expression responsiveness, as well as the
mere presence of a robot’s face regardless of its responsiveness, on participants’
perceptions of the robot’s characteristics and performance, we pose our second
research question:

– RQ2: Does a responsive robot’s facial emotional expressions impact an older
adult’s level of engagement and perception of a robot, compared to an un-
responsive robot, in a pHRI scenario?

3 Method

3.1 Settings

To answer the proposed research questions, a user study, in the form of a light
physical exercise game, was conducted in the Active & Interactive Laboratory
at the University of Waterloo. The objective of the exercise is to perform the
highest number of pushes possible, according to each participant’s comfortable
pace, against the robot’s 4th joint as shown in Figure 1. Further details of the
game design are provided in Section 3.1.

A between-subject study design is considered and Sawyer from Rethink
Robotics is used. Sawyer is a 7-degree-of-freedom torque-controlled manipula-
tor equipped with a flat-panel screen and headlight, as shown in Figure 1.

During participants exercising with the robot, 3 conditions of facial emotional
expressions were considered:
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(a) Before performing a push and robot is
in initial configuration

(b) After a push is performed and robot
headlight blinks

Fig. 1: Participant exercising with Sawyer in the unresponsive social behavior
condition

1. Inactive Facial Expression: The robot displays its default screen, which
features the Rethink Robotics logo [17].

2. Unresponsive Facial Expression: The robot showcases a happy face (as
depicted in Figure 2b).

3. Responsive Facial Expression: The robot exhibits varying facial emo-
tional expressions in response to the user’s performance.

In this paper, we will also refer to the unresponsive and responsive conditions
together as the active conditions. In the responsive condition, the robot shows a
neutral face (shown in Figure 2a) at the beginning of the interaction. After the
participant performs a set of successful pushes, the robot shows a happy face
(shown in Figure 2b) and after another set of successful pushes, the robot shows
a surprised face (shown in Figure 2c).

We opted to utilize Fitter and Kuchenbecker’s established facial emotional
expression set [8] due to its cross-cultural evaluation, a critical factor for con-
ducting experiments in a Canadian societal context, as in our case. Fitter et al.
[8] found that participants from the USA and India, similar to our participants
(Caucasians and Southeast Asians), successfully identified their proposed set of
the facial emotional expressions. Moreover, the study, which took place online,
exclusively presented participants with Baxter’s head. It’s worth noting that
Baxter’s head is almost identical to Sawyer’s head, as both robots are products
of Rethink Robotics.

We considered using the safest rated facial emotions, according to Fitter and
Kuchenbecker’s results, as safety is the most crucial human factor in HRI [7].
Therefore, we decided to use the neutral, happy, and surprised faces for the
responsive condition and the happy face, which is rated the safest among all
faces, for the unresponsive condition. While the red and the purple colors were
rated as the most energetic face colors, we chose to use purple for all conditions as
red was, also, rated the least pleasant. Similarly, we aimed at using an arousing
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color as it contributes significantly to promoting the interaction. It should be
noted that Sawyer’s face color in Figure 1 is purple, but it is shown blue due to
the camera effect.

(a) Neutral Face (b) Happy Face (c) Surprised Face

Fig. 2: Sawyer facial emotional expressions [8]

Physical Exercise Design The exercise starts with Sawyer at its initial joint
configuration, as shown in Figure 1a. The participants stood upright and faced
Sawyer’s head. They are asked to perform the highest number of pushes possi-
ble according to their comfortable pace in 1 minute against Sawyer’s 4th joint
as shown in Figure 1. Further details about the instructions provided for the
participants are indicated in Section 3.3. A push is only counted if a participant
was able to push the joint to make an angle offset greater than a pre-defined
threshold. Each time a push is counted, Sawyer’s green headlight blinks as an
indicator for the participant. Figure 1b shows the robot state, note the headlight,
when a push is counted. Example of a participant exercising1.

Robot Control In order to physically exercise with Sawyer in a fully-autonomous
mode, it is required to be under joint impedance control. The joints’ initial con-
figuration and stiffness are kept constant across all conditions, whereas Sawyer’s
facial expressions are adjusted according to the condition being examined.

In the responsive condition, to keep a consistent interaction experience with
Sawyer across all participants and account for differences in participants’ phys-
ical capabilities, each participant performed a trial session to determine their
capability of pushing Sawyer’s joints, i.e., baseline. Further details on how the
trial session is conducted are in Section 3.3. Thus, we were able to predict each
participant’s total number of pushes during the actual session. Accordingly, we
implemented our code to show a happy face after 25% of the baseline, and a
surprised face after 75% of the baseline. Hence, each participant in the respon-
sive conditions gets to experience all the facial expression alterations around
the same phase in the experiment despite the expected diversity in participants’
physical capabilities.

1 https://youtu.be/mZJcMLABNHg

https://youtu.be/mZJcMLABNHg
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3.2 Participants

Twenty-seven participants were recruited in our study (17 female (F); 10 male
(M), all older adults) from the University of Waterloo Research in Aging Par-
ticipant Pool (WRAP), between the ages of 66 and 88 years (M = 76.52, SD =
6.12). Out of the 27 participants, all 3 conditions were randomly assigned 9 par-
ticipants each (ages: M = 76.78, SD = 7.31, 5 F, 4 M for the inactive condition,
ages: M = 77.44, SD = 4.27, 6 F, 3 M for the unresponsive condition, ages: M
= 75.33, SD = 6.18, 6 F, 3 M for the responsive condition).

Among the recruited participants for the experiment, the majority were right-
handed. However, in the inactive condition, there were four exceptions: two left-
handed individuals and two who identified as ambidextrous. Additionally, each
of the two active conditions included one left-handed participant. Ethnically, the
majority of participants identified as Caucasian,with two participants identify-
ing as Southeast Asian. Notably, two participants of South Asian descent were
assigned to each of the active conditions. Furthermore, all participants demon-
strated good eyesight as confirmed by a brief eye test.

Initial survey results indicated that all participants displayed normal levels
of depression, stress, and anxiety according to the Depression Anxiety Stress
Scale 21 (DASS-21) [16]. Notably, depression levels were evaluated due to their
established influence on activity motivation, a practice observed in prior simi-
lar experiments [9]. None of the participants had prior exposure to the Sawyer
robot, as confirmed by a 5-point Likert scale. While some participants had en-
countered other robots before, over 50% of the assigned participants had no
previous robotics experience across all conditions. During the trial session, par-
ticipants demonstrated closely matched physical capabilities. Additionally, none
of the recruited participants had upper or lower limb motion disabilities.

All our experiments received ethical approval from the University of Wa-
terloo Human Research Ethics Board (protocol N. 45340) at the University of
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. Before the experiment, participants received proper
information and gave informed consent to participate in the study.

3.3 Procedure

Each participant visited the laboratory and dedicated 20 to 30 minutes to com-
plete the study. After obtaining participants’ informed consent, they provided
demographic information including age, gender, ethnicity, profession, and hand-
edness. Following this, participants watched an instructional video 2 on how to
exercise with the robot, without indicating the robot’s capability of facial expres-
sions, i.e., its screen is not shown. The decision to withhold information about
the robot’s facial expression capabilities prior to the experiment was intentional,
aiming to prevent the formation of unrealistic expectations.

A short eye test was then administered to ensure participants’ ability to see
the robot’s screen clearly. At the beginning of the setup, Sawyer’s screen was

2 https://youtu.be/HxXZVLemShQ

https://youtu.be/HxXZVLemShQ
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turned away from the participant to prevent visibility of the screen. Participants
were given the opportunity to perform 2 to 3 pushes to become accustomed to
the robot’s stiffness and determine their preferred distance from it. The exper-
imenter ensured that participants performed the exercise correctly by ensuring
they understood how the pushes were being counted.

Next, a trial session lasting 10 seconds was conducted with Sawyer’s screen
still turned away. The purpose was to gauge each participant’s physical capa-
bility. Upon successful completion of the trial, the robot rotated its screen to
face the participant and proceeded to execute one of the three conditions de-
tailed in Section 3.1. Participants conducted the trial session with the robot in
the same state as depicted in the instructional video (Sawyer’s screen not facing
the participant). Participants performed the actual session for a duration of 1
minute.

Following the task, participants completed robot perception and engagement
questionnaires, detailed in Section 3.4. Subsequently, a debriefing session was
held to address any questions or concerns. As a token of appreciation for their
time, each participant received remuneration.

3.4 Measures

To evaluate robot perception, we employed the Robot Social Attribute Scale
(RoSAS) [5]. RoSAS measured participants’ perceived competence, warmth, and
discomfort on a 9-point scale. Additionally, perceived safety was evaluated using
the corresponding subscale from the Godspeed questionnaire [3] , which employs
a 5-point scale. Perceived trust was assessed with a single-item questionnaire
employing a 5-point Likert Scale. Participants indicated their level of trust by
responding to the statement ’I trust the robot,’ where 1 denoted ’strongly agree’
and 5 denoted ’strongly disagree’. Items within each sub-scale are randomized.

For engagement assessment, we employed both objective and subjective eval-
uation methods. Participants indicated their level of engagement by responding
to the statement ’I felt engaged with the robot during exercising’ using a 5-point
Likert Scale, where 1 represented ’strongly agree’ and 5 represented ’strongly
disagree’. The objective assessment (Eobj) involved determining the ratio be-
tween the actual number of pushes during the session (Pactual) and the expected
number of pushes (Pexpected) calculated from the trial session.

Eobj =
Pactual

Pexpected

Furthermore, we sought to understand the reasons behind the participants’ re-
sponses to our quantitative measures by relying on open-ended questions. These
questions included: "Did you enjoy the exercising session? Why or why not?",
"What do you think about Sawyer as an exercising partner?", "What stood out
to you the most about interacting with the robot?", "Do you think the robot can
have more features that would make it more interesting? Suggest features.", and
for the responsive condition, "Did you observe any changes in the robot’s facial
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expressions? If so, how would you describe the changes in its facial expressions?"
To ensure thorough and meaningful responses, we specifically asked participants
to provide the reasoning behind their answers.

Fig. 3: Boxplots illustrate participants’ perceived competence, discomfort,
warmth, safety, and objective engagement. Each box plot features a line rep-
resenting the median, with box edges indicating the 25th and 75th percentiles.
Whiskers display the range up to 1.5 times the interquartile range, with out-
liers marked as ’o’. The ratio Eobj is represented as a value potentially ex-
ceeding 1. Competence, perceived safety, discomfort, warmth, and safety rat-
ings are normalized to fall within the range of 0 to 1. Significance levels
(∗∗ := p− value < 0.01) is indicated on lines between conditions.

(a) Trust (b) Subjective Engagement

Fig. 4: Bar plots illustrating participants’ perceived trust and engagement for
each condition on a 5-point Likert Scale (1 = highest, 5 = lowest).
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4 Results

To evaluate participants’ perceptions of the robot, we calculated scores for com-
petence, warmth, discomfort, and perceived safety by averaging individual items
within each sub-scale. Figure 3 illustrates participants’ responses for each di-
mension across conditions. Notably, participants perceived the robot as more
competent in the inactive condition compared to the active condition, showing
relatively high ratings across conditions. Similarly, participants reported higher
safety levels in the inactive condition compared to the active conditions, also
displaying relatively high ratings overall. Ratings of discomfort remained con-
sistently low across all conditions. Warmth ratings were comparable between
the inactive and unresponsive conditions but were higher than the responsive
condition, with relatively low ratings overall. Additionally, participants consis-
tently expressed high levels of trust across all three conditions, as demonstrated
in Figure 4a.

Concerning engagement, participants consistently reported high levels across
all three conditions, as shown in Figure 4b. During the actual session, partici-
pants executed a higher number of pushes, in accordance with the instructions,
compared to the expected count calculated from the trial session. The inactive
and responsive conditions showed nearly equal ratios, while the unresponsive
condition had lower values in comparison to the other two conditions. Objec-
tive engagement is presented in the leftmost section of Figure 3. Objective and
subjective engagement are presented in two separate graphs, as the former is
continuous data and the latter is ordinal data.

To analyze significant differences between the three facial expression con-
ditions, we employed Mann-Whitney U and Chi-Square (χ2) tests. These non-
parametric tests were chosen due to the smaller sample size in each condition
(n < 30), which precluded a normality check. The selection of tests was based
on the type of data being compared – continuous and ordinal. To mitigate false
positives, we applied the Bonferroni Correction test. Effect size calculations were
performed for significant differences.

There was a statistically significant difference in competence scores between
the inactive condition (µ = 8.24, σ = 0.55) and the unresponsive condition
(µ = 6.07, σ = 1.50), with a p− value = 0.005 and W = 58. This difference was
associated with a substantial effect size of r = 0.92. No significant differences
were observed for any other dimensions.

In conclusion, our findings in response to RQ1 indicate that facial emotional
expressions have a negative impact on older adults’ perception of a robot, partic-
ularly in terms of competence. However, these expressions do not influence their
level of engagement. As for RQ2, responsive robot facial emotional expressions,
in comparison with unresponsive facial emotional expressions, do not have an
impact on robot perception or engagement levels.
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(a) Inactive Correlations (b) Unresponsive Correlations

(c) Responsive Correlations

Fig. 5: Heatmap illustrates Spearman’s correlations observed for each condition.
Correlations marked with ’*’, ’**’, and ’***’ indicate a p− value < 0.05, < 0.01,
and < 0.001 with a | ρ |> 0.6. Abbreviations: OE = Objective Engagement, SE
= Subjective Engagement, PS = Perceived Safety.

4.1 Correlation Analysis

To enhance our comprehension of the quantitative results, we employed Spear-
man’s rank correlation coefficient (ρ) to identify correlations within the collected
data. For a deeper understanding, we investigated whether gender exerts an in-
fluence on any of the dependent variables. To achieve this, we calculated the
Rank- Biserial correlation coefficient (rrb) and conducted Mann-Whitney U and
χ2 tests. However, no correlations or significant differences were found across
conditions with respect to gender.

In the inactive condition, as depicted in Figure 5a, it’s apparent that indi-
viduals with lower stress levels tend to perceive the robot as safer, unlike those
with higher stress levels. Conversely, increased engagement with the robot is
associated with higher levels of anxiety.
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Contrasting the inactive condition, the unresponsive condition reveals in-
triguing insights, characterized by a subset of robust correlations (| ρ |> 0.8)
with an exceedingly low likelihood of arising by chance (p − values < 0.005).
Illustrated in Figure 5b, participants exhibiting heightened anxiety levels are
inclined to perceive the robot as less competent, contrasting those with lower
anxiety levels. Additionally, individuals experiencing high stress levels are more
inclined to perceive the robot as friendly and warm.

In contrast to the previously mentioned conditions, the responsive condition
exhibited robust correlations(| ρ |> 0.8) with dependent variables, demonstrat-
ing a high degree of statistical significance (p − values < 0.001). Participants
who engage more intensively with the robot tend to perceive it as less warm
than those who engage less. Similarly, participants reporting elevated levels of
trust perceive the robot as less warm.

It’s important to keep in mind that anxiety, stress, and depression levels
are assessed prior to the experiment. This means that the measurements reflect
participants’ baseline levels in their everyday lives rather than during the course
of the experiment itself. Furthermore, no significant differences in anxiety, stress,
and depression levels were found between the conditions.

5 Discussion

We acknowledge that a larger sample size could have potentially revealed more
statistically significant differences between dimensions, reducing the risk of Type
II errors. However, due to the unique and challenging nature of recruiting older
adults, obtaining a larger sample size was unfeasible. Our sample size is greater
than previous studies involving robots and older adults, such as Nowak et al. [15],
who could only recruit 7 participants, and Giorgi et al. [11], who recruited 17 par-
ticipants to investigate perceived trust in a social robot across a wider age range
(40 to 87 years). Moreover, the study’s design, conducted as a between-subject
experiment to mitigate issues highlighted in prior literature [10], unintentionally
accentuated differences between conditions, reinforcing the need for a greater
participant count.

Our findings demonstrate that participants perceived the robot as less com-
petent when facial expressions were introduced, as opposed to when they were
absent. This observation can be attributed to the non-social nature of the pHRI
application—physical exercise—employed in our experiment. In contrast, previ-
ous literature has shown that incorporating facial expressions into pHRI appli-
cations with a social purpose, such as handshakes, led participants to perceive
the robot’s emotions more positively, as evidenced by Tsalamlal et al. (2015)
[18]. Furthermore, this observation is supported by participants’ responses to
our open-ended questions, in which they referred to the robot as a "tool" or a
"weight machine" in both active and inactive conditions. This underscores the
importance of future investigations to enhance the robustness of these findings
across various pHRI applications.
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Moreover, it’s worth considering the distinction between the physical interac-
tion described in Tsalamlal et al.’s study [18], where a humanoid was employed,
and our utilization of a collaborative robot like Sawyer, equipped with a screen.
This contrast prompts a pertinent inquiry regarding how the type of robot em-
ployed in pHRI might influence robot perception. It’s conceivable that people’s
preferences for engaging in physical interaction and communication could differ
when interacting with a humanoid displaying facial expressions compared to a
collaborative robotic arm with a screen conveying facial expressions. However, we
believe that the context, whether social or collaborative, significantly influences
user communication preferences.

Additionally, a notable recommendation arises to enhance the robot’s facial
features by incorporating elements such as cheeks or eyelids, aligned with the
findings from Chen and Jia’s study [6], thereby imparting a sense of maturity and
user preference to the robot’s appearance. This recommendation finds additional
support through a considerable number of responses obtained from participants
in our study’s open-ended questions, wherein many participants suggested alter-
ing the robot’s facial features. One participant even specifically mentioned the
eyes. Implementing this adjustment holds the potential to cultivate a perception
of Sawyer as more mature and visually appealing.

We anticipate that a comparison between the inactive and responsive condi-
tions would likely unveil a significant difference in competence, given the avail-
ability of a larger sample size. Importantly, this observation extends to all other
dimensions, underlining the pivotal role of conducting the study with a more
substantial number of participants. Achieving this can involve augmenting the
relatively hard-to-access population of older adults with a younger adult popula-
tion. This augmentation naturally leads to the question of whether distinct age
groups will perceive the robot’s attributes in varying ways. Therefore, we plan
to expand this research in the future by including younger adults, following the
common practice in robotics studies involving older adults [15].

We speculate that the absence of a significant difference between the respon-
sive and unresponsive conditions might be attributed to the abstract nature
of the chosen set of facial expressions and the specific type of application em-
ployed in this experiment. This conjecture is supported by the fact that more
than 50% of participants in the responsive condition reported not perceiving any
changes in the robot’s facial expressions, as their attention was directed towards
activating the headlight blinks. This perspective gains further weight from one
participant’s response to the open-ended questions, where they suggested al-
tering the facial expressions once the exercise was completed. This observation
underscores the possibility that the nature of the application and its objective
could have influenced participants’ focus on facial expressions. It further im-
plies that pHRI applications primarily centered around collaborative tasks, as
opposed to sociability, such as engaging in physical exercises instead of hand-
shaking, should consider incorporating facial features that are less abstract and
more conspicuous.
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The absence of a significant difference in participants’ levels of engagement
across all conditions suggests that facial expressions may not exert any influence
on engagement during specific types of pHRI applications. However, an argu-
ment can be made that the robot’s joint impedance control inhibited certain
participants from executing a high number of pushes, as they waited for the
robot’s arm to return to its initial position after each push. In contrast, other
participants proceeded without such hesitations. This divergence in exercise ap-
proaches highlights a potential limitation: the count of pushes might not have
been the most suitable metric for assessing objective engagement in this con-
text. Therefore, we encourage researchers to explore better-suited engagement
measures.

Similarly, the lack of statistically significant differences in the subjective en-
gagement measure bolsters the notion that facial expressions might not sig-
nificantly impact participants’ levels of engagement. This interpretation gains
further support from the notable proportion of participants who recommended
additional features like rhythmic music, encouraging phrases, visual timers, and
verbal motivation. Collectively, these inputs suggest that facial expressions might
not be the most suitable non-verbal social cue for enhancing engagement in col-
laborative pHRI applications.

There were no identifiable correlations between the conditions (each condi-
tion displayed different correlations), therefore the direct relationship between
the correlations and the conditions remains uncertain. Nevertheless, the corre-
lation analysis suggests that people’s perceptions of a robot’s attributes (safety,
competence, friendliness, warmth) can be influenced by their anxiety, stress lev-
els, engagement with the robot, and trust, and this could vary depending on the
experimental condition. Notably, anxiety and stress levels significantly influence
these perceptions. People with lower stress felt the robot was safer, while those
with heightened anxiety perceived it as less competent. Engagement levels played
a key role too. In the inactive condition, deeper engagement raised anxiety, while
in the responsive condition, intense engagement led to a perception of reduced
warmth. Trust further added complexity, as higher trust levels correlated with
perceiving the robot as less warm, reflecting a more critical assessment.

These findings underline that emotions are not peripheral to pHRI; they are
integral. However, a clear relationship between these findings and the distinct
experimental conditions has yet to be established. To gain a more comprehensive
understanding, additional research studies are necessary but out of the scope of
the current paper.

6 Conclusion

Our research aimed to uncover the impact of facial expressions on a robot’s
perceived attributes and an individual’s level of engagement within a collabo-
rative pHRI application, with a particular focus on older adults. Our findings
demonstrated that when robots display facial expressions during a collaborative
pHRI application, people tend to perceive them as less intelligent compared to
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robots that do not exhibit any facial expressions. Interestingly, we observed that
these facial expressions do not significantly influence the levels of engagement
among older adults. We speculate that participants’ perception of robots is in-
tricately tied to the collaborative nature of pHRI applications we emphasized in
our study, as opposed to socially oriented pHRI applications. Our results suggest
the need for more appropriate non-verbal social behaviors to enhance partici-
pants’ engagement levels. In the next experiments, we will also consider a larger
number of participants by including younger adults, which will also allow us to
investigate possible differences due to age groups, and further investigate the
relationships uncovered by the correlation analysis with respect to the different
conditions.
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